
Nilgiri and Anamalai Hills
The Nilgiri Hills and Anamalai Hills are two of the most
breathtakingly beautiful mountain ranges in Southern India.
Located in the Western Ghats, these two ranges are renowned
for their rich biodiversity, stunning landscapes, and cultural
significance. The Nilgiri Hills are known for their misty
peaks, lush forests, and tea plantations, while the Anamalai
Hills are famous for their picturesque valleys, waterfalls,
and  wildlife  sanctuaries.  Both  ranges  offer  a  unique  and
unforgettable  experience  for  nature  lovers,  adventure
enthusiasts, and cultural explorers. In this article, we will
delve  into  the  wonders  of  the  Nilgiri  Hills  and  Anamalai
Hills,  exploring  their  unique  features,  attractions,  and
cultural significance.

Location and area covered by each
range
The Nilgiri Hills and Anamalai Hills are two separate mountain
ranges located in the Western Ghats of Southern India. The
Nilgiri Hills are located in the border regions of Tamil Nadu,
Kerala, and Karnataka, covering an area of approximately 2,479
square kilometres. The highest peak in the Nilgiri Hills is
Doddabetta, which stands at an elevation of 2,637 metres above
sea level.

The Anamalai Hills, also known as the Elephant Hills, are
located in the Western Ghats in the state of Tamil Nadu and
Kerala. The range covers an area of approximately 3,900 square
kilometres, with the highest peak being Anamudi, which stands
at an elevation of 2,695 metres above sea level. The Anamalai
Hills are home to several major rivers, including the Aliyar,
Chalakudy, and Kuriarkutty, which are important sources of
water for irrigation and hydropower generation.
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Elevation,  peaks,  and  valleys  in
Nilgiri Hills and Anamalai Hills
The Nilgiri Hills and Anamalai Hills are two distinct mountain
ranges that are both known for their unique topography, high
elevations, and stunning peaks and valleys.

In the Nilgiri Hills, the highest peak is Doddabetta, which
stands at an elevation of 2,637 metres (8,650 feet) above sea
level. Other notable peaks in the range include Mukurthi Peak,
Kolaribetta,  and  Kolibetta.  The  Nilgiri  Hills  are
characterised by their undulating landscape and deep valleys,
including the Avalanche Valley, Mukurthi National Park, and
Silent Valley.

The Anamalai Hills, on the other hand, are characterised by
their steep and rugged terrain, with several peaks rising to
over 2,000 metres (6,562 feet) above sea level. The highest
peak in the range is Anamudi, which stands at an elevation of
2,695 metres (8,842 feet) above sea level. Other notable peaks
include Meesapulimala, Karimala, and Kottamalai. The Anamalai
Hills  are  also  home  to  several  deep  valleys  and  gorges,
including the Parambikulam and Aliyar Valleys.

Climate and weather patterns
The  Nilgiri  Hills  and  Anamalai  Hills  are  located  in  the
Western  Ghats,  which  experience  a  tropical  climate
characterised  by  high  temperatures,  humidity,  and  heavy
rainfall. However, the elevation of these two mountain ranges
means  that  they  have  a  cooler  and  more  temperate  climate
compared to the surrounding lowlands.

In  the  Nilgiri  Hills,  the  weather  is  generally  pleasant
throughout the year, with temperatures ranging from 12°C to
20°C (54°F to 68°F) on average. The region receives heavy
rainfall during the monsoon season from June to September,



with annual precipitation averaging around 2,000 millimetres
(79 inches).

The Anamalai Hills have a similar climate, with temperatures
ranging from 15°C to 20°C (59°F to 68°F) on average. The
region receives heavy rainfall during the monsoon season, with
annual  precipitation  ranging  from  1,500  millimetres  (59
inches) in the lower elevations to 5,000 millimetres (197
inches) in the higher elevations.

Due to the cooler and more temperate climate in these ranges,
they are popular tourist destinations throughout the year,
with visitors coming to escape the heat and humidity of the
surrounding lowlands. However, visitors should be aware of the
heavy rainfall during the monsoon season, which can lead to
landslides and flash floods in some areas.

Biodiversity  and  natural
attractions
The Nilgiri Hills and Anamalai Hills are known for their rich
biodiversity, with a wide range of flora and fauna found in
these  mountain  ranges.  The  cooler  temperatures  and  unique
habitats created by the high elevations contribute to the
diversity of species found in these areas.

The Nilgiri Hills are home to a wide range of plant species,
including over 3,300 species of flowering plants, 160 species
of ferns, and numerous species of orchids. The sholas, or
montane evergreen forests, found in these hills are a unique
ecosystem that supports a variety of species, including the
Nilgiri tahr, Nilgiri langur, and the endangered Nilgiri wood-
pigeon. The grasslands and wetlands found in the Nilgiri Hills
also provide habitats for a range of bird species, including
the black and orange flycatcher, the Malabar parakeet, and the
Nilgiri laughingthrush.



List  of  Animals  Found  in  the
Nilgiris
Bengal tiger

Indian elephant

Indian leopard

Chital deer

Gaur

Sambar deer

Dhole 

Golden jackal

Indian boar

Nilgiri tahr

Indian spotted chevrotain

Black buck

Asian palm civet

Sloth bear

Four-horned antelope

Nilgiri marten

Indian crested porcupine

Malabar giant squirrel

Honey badger

Indian grey mongoose



Indian pangolin

Indian fox

Smooth coated otter

Painted bat.

List  of  Reptiles  found  in  the
Nilgiris 
The Indian python

King cobra

Common krait

Indian cobra

Malabar pit viper

Nilgiri keelback

Oriental garden lizard

Eryx whitakeri

Mugger crocodile

The Primates found in the Nilgiris
include 
Lion tailed macaque

Nilgiri langur

Gray langur

Bonnet macaque.



The birds found here are 
Indian peacock

Nilgiri laughing thrush

Nilgiri flycatcher

Grey junglefowl

Malabar pied hornbill

Malabar parakeet

Great hornbill

Nilgiri wood pigeon

Indian vulture

Black-hooded oriole

Grey-headed bulbul 

Malabar grey hornbill. 

Amphibians on the list are the 

Purple frog

Silent valley brush frog

Malabar gliding frog

Beddomixalus 

The Anamalai Hills are home to over 1,800 species of plants,
including a large number of endemic species that are found
only in this region. The forests in these hills are a mix of
tropical  evergreen,  semi-evergreen,  and  moist  deciduous
forests, providing habitats for a range of animal species,
including the Indian elephant, Bengal tiger, leopard, and the



endemic lion-tailed macaque. The grasslands and wetlands found
in the Anamalai Hills also provide habitats for a range of
bird species, including the great hornbill, Malabar trogon,
and the Nilgiri flycatcher.

National  Parks  and  Wildlife
Sanctuaries in the region
The  Nilgiri  Hills  and  Anamalai  Hills  are  home  to  several
national  parks  and  wildlife  sanctuaries  that  protect  the
unique biodiversity of these regions. Some of the notable ones
are:

Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve: This biosphere reserve spans over
5,500  square  kilometers  across  the  states  of  Tamil  Nadu,
Kerala, and Karnataka, including parts of the Nilgiri Hills.
It includes several protected areas, such as the Mudumalai
Wildlife Sanctuary, Silent Valley National Park, and Wayanad
Wildlife Sanctuary.

Mudumalai Wildlife Sanctuary: Located in the Nilgiri Hills,
this sanctuary is home to a wide range of animal species,
including  tigers,  elephants,  leopards,  and  the  endangered
Indian white-rumped vulture. It also contains a rich diversity
of  plant  species  and  provides  habitat  for  several  bird
species.

Bandipur National Park: Located in the southern part of the
Nilgiri Hills, this national park is home to a range of animal
species, including tigers, elephants, sloth bears, and the
Indian rock python. It also contains several scenic waterfalls
and provides habitat for several bird species.

Anamalai Tiger Reserve: Located in the Anamalai Hills, this
tiger reserve is home to several endangered species, including
the lion-tailed macaque, the Indian elephant, and the Indian
giant squirrel. It also contains several scenic waterfalls and



provides habitat for several bird species.

Parambikulam  Wildlife  Sanctuary:  Located  in  the  Anamalai
Hills, this sanctuary is known for its rich biodiversity,
including  several  endemic  species.  It  is  home  to  several
animal species, including the Bengal tiger, Indian elephant,
and  the  Nilgiri  langur.  It  also  contains  several  scenic
waterfalls and provides habitat for several bird species.

These protected areas play an essential role in conserving the
unique biodiversity found in the Nilgiri Hills and Anamalai
Hills.

Waterfalls,  Lakes,  and  other
Natural attractions
Nilgiri Hills and Anamalai Hills are two beautiful mountain
ranges located in southern India, known for their lush green
forests, diverse wildlife, and stunning natural attractions.
Here are some of the waterfalls, lakes, and other natural
attractions in Nilgiri Hills and Anamalai Hills:

Ooty Lake: Located in the town of Ooty in the Nilgiri Hills,
Ooty Lake is a beautiful man-made lake that was built in 1824.
The  lake  is  surrounded  by  scenic  hills  and  is  a  popular
destination for boating.

Avalanche Lake: Located in the Nilgiri Hills, Avalanche Lake
is a serene and picturesque lake that is surrounded by lush
green forests and hills. The lake is popular for trekking,
camping, and picnicking.

Pykara Falls: Pykara Falls is a beautiful waterfall located in
the Nilgiri Hills. The waterfall is formed by the Pykara River
and is surrounded by dense forests and hills. The waterfall is
a popular destination for trekking and picnicking.

Catherine  Falls:  Catherine  Falls  is  a  stunning  waterfall



located in the Nilgiri Hills. The waterfall is formed by the
Kallar River and is surrounded by scenic hills and forests.
The  waterfall  is  a  popular  destination  for  trekking  and
picnicking.

Monkey Falls: Monkey Falls is a beautiful waterfall located in
the Anamalai Hills. The waterfall is surrounded by lush green
forests and is a popular destination for trekking, camping,
and picnicking.

Topslip: Topslip is a popular tourist destination located in
the Anamalai Hills. The place is known for its dense forests,
diverse wildlife, and stunning natural beauty. It is a popular
destination for trekking, camping, and wildlife safari.

Kodaikanal Lake: Kodaikanal Lake is a beautiful man-made lake
located in the town of Kodaikanal in the Nilgiri Hills. The
lake  is  surrounded  by  scenic  hills  and  is  a  popular
destination  for  boating  and  picnicking.

Berijam Lake: Berijam Lake is a beautiful lake located in the
Nilgiri Hills. The lake is surrounded by lush green forests
and is a popular destination for trekking and picnicking.

Cultural significance
The  Nilgiri  Hills  and  Anamalai  Hills  are  two  important
mountain  ranges  located  in  southern  India,  and  both  hold
significant cultural significance.

The Nilgiri Hills are considered sacred by the indigenous
communities of the region, such as the Toda and Badaga tribes.
The  Toda  people,  in  particular,  have  a  deep  cultural
connection to the hills and have been living in the area for
over 2,000 years. They consider the Nilgiri Hills to be the
abode of their deity, and their traditional practices and
beliefs are closely intertwined with the ecology of the hills.
The Nilgiri Hills are also home to several important temples,



such as the famous Brihadeeswara Temple in Thanjavur, which is
considered  one  of  the  finest  examples  of  Dravidian
architecture.

The Anamalai Hills, on the other hand, are known for their
rich biodiversity and are home to several endangered species,
including the lion-tailed macaque, the Indian elephant, and
the Bengal tiger. The hills are also a popular destination for
ecotourism  and  adventure  sports,  such  as  trekking  and
mountaineering. The region is also significant culturally as
it is home to several ancient temples and historic sites,
including the famous Parambikulam Wildlife Sanctuary.

Tourism and activities
The  Nilgiri  Hills  and  Anamalai  Hills  are  popular  tourist
destinations  in  South  India  due  to  their  breathtaking
landscapes and diverse attractions. The Nilgiri Hills are home
to the Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve, a UNESCO World Heritage
Site.  Anamalai  Hills  offer  a  range  of  activities  such  as
trekking, mountain biking, and wildlife watching. 

The Nilgiri Hills are known for their tea, coffee, and spice
plantations, as well as their stunning views. Visitors can
also explore the area’s colonial heritage, with many old-world
bungalows and churches to explore. Popular attractions include
Government Botanical Gardens and the Ooty Lake. For those
looking  for  an  adventure,  Nilgiri  Hills  offers  several
thrilling  activities  such  as  trekking,  birdwatching,  and
camping. 

The Anamalai Hills are a paradise for nature lovers, offering
a range of activities such as birdwatching, trekking, and
mountain biking. Its vast wildlife includes species such as
the endangered Lion-tailed Macaque, Nilgiri Tahr, and Bengal
Tiger. A must-visit destination is the Anamalai Tiger Reserve,
which is home to a wide range of wildlife species. Visitors
can also enjoy the abundance of waterfalls, lush green hills,



and majestic views. 

Both Nilgiri Hills and Anamalai Hills are popular tourist
destinations with plenty of activities to do and attractions
to  explore.  From  trekking,  camping,  and  birdwatching  to
exploring colonial heritage and wildlife spotting, these two
places are ideal destinations for those seeking a unique and
unforgettable experience.

Conservation and sustainability
Threats  to  the  biodiversity  and  cultural  heritage  of  the
region

The Nilgiri Hills and Anamalai Hills region is a biologically
diverse area located in southern India. The area is home to
many unique species of flora and fauna and also has a rich
cultural heritage. However, there are several threats to the
biodiversity and cultural heritage of this region, including:

Deforestation: The clearing of forests for agricultural and
urban  development  is  one  of  the  biggest  threats  to  the
biodiversity of the region. Deforestation not only leads to
the loss of habitat for many species but also contributes to
soil erosion, flooding, and other environmental problems.

Climate change: Climate change is affecting the Nilgiri Hills
and Anamalai Hills region in various ways, including changes
in temperature and rainfall patterns, rising sea levels, and
more  frequent  extreme  weather  events.  These  changes  are
affecting the flora and fauna of the region, and the local
communities that rely on them for their livelihoods.

Poaching  and  illegal  wildlife  trade:  Poaching  and  illegal
wildlife trade are major threats to the biodiversity of the
region.  Many  species,  including  elephants,  tigers,  and
leopards, are targeted for their body parts, which are highly
valued in traditional Chinese medicine and other markets.



Human-wildlife conflicts: The Nilgiri Hills and Anamalai Hills
region is home to many large mammals, such as elephants and
tigers, which can come into conflict with local communities.
Human-wildlife  conflicts  can  result  in  loss  of  life  and
property and can lead to retaliatory killings of animals.

Cultural erosion: The Nilgiri Hills and Anamalai Hills region
has a rich cultural heritage, including indigenous communities
with  unique  knowledge  and  practices  related  to  the
environment. However, the cultural heritage of the region is
under  threat  from  modernization,  globalization,  and  other
factors that can erode traditional practices and values.

Overall, the Nilgiri Hills and Anamalai Hills region face many
challenges  that  threaten  its  biodiversity  and  cultural
heritage. Addressing these threats will require a coordinated
effort  from  government,  local  communities,  and  other
stakeholders to protect and preserve this unique and valuable
ecosystem.

Conservation  efforts  and
initiatives taken to preserve the
region’s natural resources
There are several conservation efforts and initiatives that
have  been  taken  to  preserve  the  natural  resources  of  the
Nilgiri  Hills  and  Anamalai  Hills  region.  Some  of  these
include:

Protected  areas:  The  region  has  several  protected  areas,
including national parks, wildlife sanctuaries, and biosphere
reserves, which help to conserve the region’s biodiversity.
These areas are managed by the government and provide habitat
for many endangered species.

Community-based conservation: Many local communities in the
region have taken up conservation initiatives to protect the



environment  and  wildlife.  These  initiatives  include  the
creation of community-based conservation areas, where local
communities take responsibility for managing and protecting
the natural resources.

Ecotourism:  The  region’s  natural  beauty  and  biodiversity
attract many tourists, and ecotourism has been promoted as a
means  of  conserving  the  environment  while  also  providing
income to local communities. Several eco-tourism initiatives
have  been  launched,  which  offer  visitors  opportunities  to
explore  the  region’s  natural  beauty  while  also  promoting
conservation.

Research and monitoring: Researchers and conservationists are
actively  studying  the  region’s  biodiversity  and  ecosystem
processes to better understand how to protect them. Monitoring
programs  have  been  established  to  track  changes  in  the
environment and wildlife populations and to identify threats
to their survival.

Sustainable agriculture: Sustainable agriculture practices are
being promoted to reduce pressure on the region’s forests and
to promote biodiversity conservation. These practices include
organic farming, agroforestry, and the use of indigenous crops
and livestock breeds.

Overall,  these  conservation  efforts  and  initiatives  are
helping to preserve the natural resources of the Nilgiri Hills
and Anamalai Hills region. However, more needs to be done to
address  the  ongoing  threats  to  biodiversity  and  cultural
heritage  in  the  region.  A  coordinated  effort  between
government,  local  communities,  researchers,  and
conservationists is necessary to ensure the long-term survival
of this unique and valuable ecosystem.



Conclusion
The Nilgiri Hills and Anamalai Hills region in southern India
is a biologically diverse area that is also rich in cultural
heritage. However, the region faces several threats to its
biodiversity and cultural heritage, including deforestation,
climate  change,  poaching,  human-wildlife  conflicts,  and
cultural erosion.

To address these threats, several conservation efforts and
initiatives have been taken, including the establishment of
protected  areas,  community-based  conservation,  ecotourism,
research  and  monitoring,  and  sustainable  agriculture
practices. These efforts are helping to preserve the region’s
natural resources and ensure the long-term survival of its
unique ecosystem.

However, more needs to be done to address the ongoing threats
to  biodiversity  and  cultural  heritage  in  the  region.  A
coordinated  effort  between  government,  local  communities,
researchers, and conservationists is necessary to protect and
preserve this valuable ecosystem for future generations. The
Nilgiri Hills and Anamalai Hills region serves as a reminder
of  the  importance  of  conserving  our  natural  heritage  and
cultural diversity, and the need for sustainable practices to
ensure a healthy and vibrant planet.


